
Wake Up Late? Read This & Play Winning
Poker Before Noon
Are you the kind of person who is not a morning person? Do you struggle to wake
up early and get your day started? Well, we have good news for you! Even if you
wake up late, you can still have a productive and exciting day filled with
adrenaline and wins. How? By playing winning poker before noon!

The Early Bird Catches the Worm?

Society often emphasizes the importance of waking up early to make the most
out of your day. However, not everyone is wired to be a morning person. While it's
true that there can be some advantages to starting your day early, it doesn't mean
that waking up late automatically translates to a wasted day. In fact, playing poker
after waking up late can be a thrilling and profitable experience.

The Perks of Late Morning Poker Sessions

Playing poker before noon comes with its own set of advantages. Here are a few
reasons why you should consider indulging in some late morning poker sessions:
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1. Reduced Competition

In most cases, poker players are more active during evening and nighttime hours.
Therefore, playing in the late morning can mean fewer opponents and less
competition. This increases your odds of winning and allows you to exploit the
weaker players who may have just started their day.

2. Fresh Perspective

Waking up late can give you a fresh perspective and a clear mind. You might
have had a good night's sleep or simply feel more relaxed and focused. This state
of mind can be an advantage when it comes to making rational decisions at the
poker table. You can approach the game with a calm and collected mindset,
increasing your chances of success.

3. Unique Table Dynamics

The late morning poker tables often have a distinct mix of players. You might
encounter recreational players looking to unwind before their busy day begins, or
professionals who prefer playing during off-peak hours. This combination of
opponents can create unique dynamics and exciting opportunities for you to
exploit.

4. Improved Availability

Playing poker before noon means that you have the rest of the day available for
other activities. Whether you want to pursue your hobbies, spend time with loved
ones, or take care of errands, you can do it all without feeling rushed. You have
the luxury of enjoying your poker session and still having plenty of time for other
things.
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Tips for Winning at Late Morning Poker

Now that you understand the benefits of late morning poker, here are some tips to
maximize your chances of winning:

1. Develop a Strategy

Before you start playing, develop a solid poker strategy tailored to the late
morning environment. Consider the unique player dynamics during this time and
adjust your approach accordingly.

2. Be Mindful of Fatigue

Waking up late might mean you've missed out on proper breakfast or feeling
drowsy. Stay mindful of any fatigue or hunger, as these factors can affect your
decision-making abilities. Take regular breaks and make sure to fuel yourself with
energy-boosting snacks.

3. Observe and Adapt

Pay close attention to the table dynamics and the playing styles of your
opponents. Adapt your strategy accordingly and capitalize on any weaknesses or
tendencies you notice.

4. Manage Your Bankroll

Since late morning poker can be less competitive, it's crucial to manage your
bankroll effectively. Avoid getting comfortable and playing recklessly. Stick to your
plan and make calculated decisions.

5. Enjoy the Game

Remember to have fun! Poker is not just about winning; it's also about the thrill
and enjoyment it brings. Embrace the late morning sessions as a unique



experience and savor every moment.

So, if you're someone who struggles to wake up early, don't fret! Playing winning
poker before noon can offer its own advantages and excitement. With reduced
competition, a fresh perspective, unique table dynamics, and improved availability
for other activities, late morning poker sessions can be a winning move. Just
remember to develop a solid strategy, be mindful of any fatigue, adapt to the table
dynamics, and manage your bankroll effectively. Most importantly, enjoy the
game and savor the experience!
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This may be one of the last poker books written on limit hold ’em.
See, Limit Hold ’Em is alive ... but not well.
As I write this only the Bellagio poker room—Most Prestigious Poker Room in the
World, some say—regularly spreads anything bigger than 15/30 in all of Las
Vegas, Nevada—Gambling Capital of the World. And the games are not
necessarily jam packed with limit hold ’em enthusiasts. A few years back the
Bellagio used to spread very robust 15/30 and 30/60 games; the room in 2011
was dealing 10/20, 20/40 and 40/80 games that didn’t always break attendance
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records.
The No Limit game that broke everybody decades ago, and also broke itself in
the process, is back in town in a bigger way than ever. Blame the tournament
circuit, online poker, the World Series, poker on TV, the recession, whatever...
Newbies play No Limit, no...t Limit.
Limit Hold ’Em may be going the way draw and stud have already gone.
So why another book on Limit?
Maybe it will come back...
And maybe because when I started playing poker more seriously in Las Vegas
thirty years ago I read everything there was to read—and kept right on reading.
And whatever I read I condensed into a series of simple, concise notes made for
my own learning. The simpler, the better I liked it. My notes became Some of the
Best Things I have ever Heard...
Yes ... I let some of my poker buddies have copies of my notes. Why in heck not?
What are poker buddies for? And some of them were flattering enough to suggest
that I should publish them. Some others begged me not to publish these notes at
all and to share them no further. Real poker players will be real poker players ...
Right?
There is little new in Wake up late, read This ... Play Winning Poker before Noon.
But, no, this is not a ‘beginner’s’ book. And it will only remind you of what you
already know—or should know, if you gave it a thought. Or should remember to
remember next time ... In fact, it will tell you All You Ever Needed to know about
Hold'em Poker—provided You Knew it Already.
So why bother ... if you already know all?
Well, I know writing these Notes helped me ... a lot. And some of my poker
buddies say the notes even helped them too ... a lot.
Don’t ask us why ...
Maybe the Notes are so simple as to appeal to poker simpletons ... like me and
some of my poker buddies.



I would never have got around to publishing any of this but for my simpleton
poker buddies, bless ’em. And but for Amazon-Kindle’s Direct Publishing program
too. This makes publishing an ebook very simple indeed.
Even for possibly The Last Limit Hold ’Em book ever published...

Play Basic Chess Like Adolf Anderssen: Master
the Moves and Strategies Used by the
Legendary Grandmaster
Chess is a game that has fascinated millions of people over centuries. Its
limitless possibilities and strategic depth have made it one of the most
enduring and challenging...

The American Chess School Volume: Mastering
Chess Tactics and Strategies Like Never
Before!
Are you a passionate chess player looking to take your game to new
heights? Look no further than the American Chess School Volume! This
comprehensive guide will equip you...
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Forcing Move: Improve Your Chess Tactical
Skill Volume
Chess is a game of strategy and tactics, where players engage in a battle
of wits to outmaneuver their opponents and capture their king. While
strategic...

Forcing Move: Improve Your Chess Tactical
Skill 2019 Volume
Chess is a game of strategy, requiring players to think several moves
ahead and anticipate their opponent's moves. One of the most important
aspects of chess is...

Forcing Move: Improve Your Chess Tactical
Skill 2019 Volume
Chess is a game of strategy, intellect, and skill. One crucial aspect of
chess that separates beginners from advanced players is tactical
awareness. Being able to...
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Fortnite Event Skins Volume: Unlock Unique
Outfits and Make a Splash!
Fortnite, the highly popular battle royale game developed by Epic
Games, keeps fans engaged with its constant updates, challenges, and
events. One of the most exciting...
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